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A new look for the new year
Welcome to the March issue of the
Essex Succulent Review. You will
already have noticed, I’m sure, that
there are a few changes, and I
hope you will like the new look.
First of all page 2 is now a list of
contents with links to each article.
Just click on the relevant link to go
straight to whatever you would like
to read. Hopefully this feature will
be useful as the ESR has grown
considerably over the years. The
first issue, in June 2014, had 12
pages while this one has over 40
pages. I am still including details of
some UK events, mainly in the
south-east, but these now appear
at the back of the issue.
Of course with all this extra space,
I need more and more material to

fill it. So, if you have an idea for an
article, I would always be pleased
to hear from you.
Not everyone wants, or has the
time, to write a full-length article of
course. So with this in mind I’m
introducing ‘Succulent Snippets’,
see below. Perhaps you have an

interesting or unusual plant, or one
that has done well, or any other
snippet of information you feel
would be of interest. Items need
only be around 100 words long
with a photo if possible please. I’m
sure you don’t want to read a page
of waffle from me in each issue, so
do send me something.

Quicklinks
This is a new feature on the Essex
Succulent Review website. Over
the years the ESR has included a
number of series of related articles,
some of which are still on-going.
The longest of these was the series
on ‘Gardening with Succulents’
written in six parts by Paul
Spracklin during 2015 and 2016.

By clicking on the Quicklinks link at
the top of any page of the website
you will be given a list of options.
Choose one of these, and you will
be taken to a page from which you
can download all the issues
containing an article in that
particular series. More items will be
added in future months.

‘How to grow Lithops,
and other living stone
plants’

Mammillaria
boolii
I bought this plant in May 2017,
with several buds, one of which
eventually opened in August 2017.

another seven flowers, mainly one
at a time, although these three did
open together in July.

The others continued to sit there
until I noticed a post on the BCSS
Forum from someone who seemed
to have the same problem.

So treat your M. boolii generously,
it seems to work well. Editor

The answer that was suggested
was to water and feed generously.
I am usually fairly sparing with the
water to the mammillarias, however
I decided to give this a try.
This was in June 2018. Within a
week or so one of the buds began
to develop, which was followed by

is the title of a book, published last
year by Piotr Dzieduszyński.
The book is written in Polish and
English and includes:
l
l
l

Characteristics of living stones
Principles of growing mesembs
Overview of selected genera of
mesembs.

The author has over 30 years
experience in growing these plants
and has one of the largest
collections of mesembs in Poland.
More details can be found on the
author’s website, including a full
table of contents and some
excerpts from the book. These
include some illustrations, which
are certainly excellent.
It is possible to order the book
from lithops-book.com

Conservation –
What does it mean?
by Roger Ferryman

A personal view of the impact of man’s activities on cactus habitats in
Chile together with a conclusion which gives us all food for thought

On this page,
vineyards in the Elqui
Valley, Chile

F

or almost 40 years now I have made my
annual pilgrimage to Chile to see the
incredible cacti of that country. Interrupted
only by living in South Africa for three years
followed by living in Texas for a similar

period when I decided to investigate the
flora of those diverse countries (yes Texas
thinks it’s a country!)
Much has changed during that time, in the
early 1980s there was no internet, no
mobile phone, no
holes in the wall
providing ready cash
and no direct flights.
Communication was
by letter, which took
six weeks to get a
reply. You could
book a call from
your landline or
offices in Chile, but
the wait to be
connected took
hours. There was of
course Telex
(remember that)
Of course there were
many changes as
Chile grew richer
through its natural
resources. Today
there are tarmac
roads where once
only tracks in the
sand existed and the
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Conservation – What does it mean? continued

whole country has opened up
tremendously. Wealth has brought
ownership of holiday homes along the
coast and some of the valleys that run from
the coast to the Andes.
All of which has had a tremendous impact
on the cactus habitats. Holiday homes
overlook the sea where cacti were once
found in large numbers. Plants hang on in
obscure cuttings, but the impact has been
incredible. Chile is
not standing

still, the government plans to turn the small
R1 coast road into a major highway and
has accomplished much of that manifesto.
Plans are now afoot to take this road
through the National Park of Pan de Azucar
and on to Taltal. The National Park is home
to numerous species of cactus. Doubtless
there will be plans to replant the disturbed
Copiapoa but we have seen how futile that
was with the construction of the R1 from
Huasco north and from Taltal to Paposo. All
small plants, be they Copiapoa or
Eriosyce, will simply disappear.
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Holiday homes
overlook the sea
where cacti were
once found in large
numbers

The devastation
caused by road
building. Carrizal,
Chile.

Conservation – What does it mean? continued

Some ten years ago my wife and I decided
to make a trip dedicated to reviewing a
number of sites I had visited back in the
early 1980s. All locations logged and
recorded with my RMF numbers. The result
was not unexpected but very sad. Of 35
sites we visited only five remained. Of the
other sites, 20 were classed as ‘housing’
and 10 as agricultural.
That is not to say the plants are now
extinct but these populations are greatly
reduced. Eriosyce chilensis (RMF91) was
once common at Los Molles and
Pichidangui. Today much of its habitat has
been replaced with holiday homes with
only a few plants hanging on in areas of no
use to man.
The Elqui valley, was once a haven for
hippies and a good mix of plants, Eriosyce
and Copiapoa, but is now full with cabins
for rent (cabanas). The goat herders are
now pushed to higher grounds which in
turn impacts the wildlife we knew and
loved.

None of this should surprise us for we see
it in our back yard. I live in an area of
‘Outstanding Natural Beauty’) but the
greenbelt is disappearing as more and
more houses are built. No doubt you can
echo the same
In recent years my wife and I have
undertaken population studies in many
areas of Chile. Measuring out plots of
100x100m we count the plants
in 10m sections. An example is at Fray
Jorge where Eriosyce aurata grows. The
study found 12 large mature flowering
plants (over 20cm high), no smaller plants
and no seedlings. A mature Eriosyce aurata
will produce around 20,000 seeds annually,
so why no seedlings? Grazing is the
answer, goats, donkeys and the like.
Similar results have been measured in
many places and the overall fact is there
are very few habitats regenerating. The
culprits are generally animals that find a
tender young plant a good meal in this dry
barren area.
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Embalse Puclaro: a
lake created by a
dam on the Elqui
River, 40km east of
La Serena, to improve
irrigation of farmland
in the Elqui Valley

Conservation – What does it mean? continued
Man of course is not without blame. He
introduced donkeys then set them free in a
foreign land. Man is also responsible for
habitat destruction and of course plant
collecting. The growing economy in China,
now the second largest in the world, has
led to an explosion of interest in cacti
there. One small nursery has suggested it
imports 1200 Copiapoa each month – see
the photos. Japan has always been a big
importer and like China has total disregard
for conservation (think about rhino horns).
Copiapoa, particularly the blue/grey-bodied
type is extremely popular in China and
Japan. Large sums of money are paid for
these plants, $2500 being recorded for the
sale of a single Copiapoa cinerea.
It is not just Copiapoa however and large
imports of Aztekium, Ariocarpus and others
from Mexico are seen online or on private
sites.
I worry that such sums of money could
influence local people, putting further
pressure on our plants. Plants have enough
to contend with from what nature throws at
them in this arid land. Be that weather or
native animals like guanaco and rats – a
real pest in some areas eating entire plants.
I believe most cactophiles are
conservationists at heart but do not always
practise what they preach. When I talk with
BCSS members most are very much
against the collecting of wild plants but are
quick to show you their latest treasure,
Aztekium valdezii or Astrophytum caputmedusae or Mammillaria luethyi or
whatever. Oh I got them from ELK they
say.
The reality is they are produced from
illegally imported plants or seeds which
does not seem to matter. So, my friends,

you pay homage to the
old adage, supply is
driven by demand.
Blame the
supplier/collector
all you like, he is
simply satisfying a
demand. Blame
the country of
origin for not
controlling those
exports; but they have
introduced laws
prohibiting plants being
taken from the wild and
indeed international laws exist. We
feed the demand and, as with drugrunning, people are prepared to break
those laws if they see a good return.
I recall a visit I made to Mexico a couple of
years back. We found the habitat of
Mammillaria luethyi after first meeting the
landowner. He offered to sell us plants but
we refused, photos were all we wanted. He
told me he had sold 200 plants to ‘a group
of Czechs’ for $5 each. Now $1000 is a lot
of money to a poor farmer.
Of course there is a double edge to this
coin. Mammillaria luethyi is now very
common in cultivation
thanks to the
efforts
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Grazing, including
goats, donkeys and
the native guanaco
(pictured above) is
responsible for
destroying many
seedlings and young
plants

Ex-habitat
Copiapoa for
sale and in a
private
collection

Conservation – What does it mean? continued
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Plants from other countries are collected as
well. Ariocarpus (left) and Strombocactus and
Aztekium below.
Photos of ex-habitat plants obtained from
reputable sources via the internet

of those skilled propagators. They make
money too from their skills, so what is the
next plant on their list? How long before
that becomes threatened or even extinct?
Meanwhile our purchases subsidise their
next collecting trip. n

Roger Ferryman writes further on Conservation
in the BCSS eNews, a monthly on-line newsletter
with short articles, cultivation tips, event listings
and other items of interest. Freely available to
anyone who is interested in cacti and succulents.

Photos: Roger Ferryman unless indicated
otherwise

For previous issues and to subscribe see
BCSS archive

Othonna
cremnophila
A plant was spotted clinging to a sheer cliff in one of
the photos in Chris Rodgerson's article in the last
issue of the Essex Succulent Review (Issue 19
December 2018). It was identified on the BCSS forum
as Othonna cremnophila.
This has a very limited range in the Richtersveld
including Rosyntjieberg where this picture was taken.
The plants are adapted to grow in crevices on southfacing cliffs, (hence the name from the Greek,
kremnos = cliff + phyton = plant) and it is one of only
four species of Othonna to live solely on cliff faces.
It is deciduous during summer when the stems
continue to perform photosynthesis. The stems are
covered in a layer of trichomes and a powdery bloom
which helps to prevent water loss.
Plants nearer ground level are often stunted due to
grazing, but those which grow higher on inaccessible
cliffs are comparatively safe from the depredations of
hungry herbivores or human collectors.
Information derived from

Llifle

Othonna cremnophila on the Rosyntjieberg
Photo: Andy Young
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Growing aztekiums
from seed
by David Quail

Growing these choice plants from seed, based on years of experience

M

y very long-standing interest in slowgrowing Mexican cacti, and on
growing them from seed, has been
documented extensively in the various
articles that I have written for CactusWorld
(the Journal of the British Cactus and
Succulent Society) over the years; the most
recent being my ‘In my greenhouse’ article
in March 2018. In this article I identified
Aztekium ritteri as being possibly my
favourite of all the cacti and I shall now go
into more detail about my attempts to grow
aztekiums from seed.
When I first started on this pursuit, (at least
60 years ago!), there was only one species
of Aztekium, namely ritteri. This was first

discovered in 1929 by Friedrich Ritter in
Rayones, Nuevo León, initially at one small
site. Fortunately further sites have since
been discovered, many on sheer and
inaccessible cliffs so, although it is on the
IUCN Red List, its category is ‘Least
Concern’, because of its distribution range,
and its population is defined as ‘Stable’.
Much later, in 1991, a second species,
Aztekium hintonii, was sensationally
discovered, together with another plant,
Geohintonia mexicana, both at the same
site in Galeana, Nuevo León, by George S.
Hinton. This is on the IUCN Red List as
‘Near Threatened’ and its population is
defined as ‘Stable’.

Above: A seed-raised
clump of A. ritteri in
flower, aged around
40 years

Growing aztekiums from seed continued
There was then even more excitement
when a third species, Aztekium valdezii,
was discovered in 2011 by M A Alvarado
Vázquez in the Sierra Madre Oriental
mountains, Nuevo León.
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flowering and seed-producing plants
quickly as I am not keen on grafted plants.
I used rooted Pereskiopsis cuttings for this,
shaving off a growing tip with a fine

My seed-raising experiences with Aztekium
are currently limited to ritteri and hintonii.
There are some limited sources of valdezii
seeds, but as all seeds are thought to have
been sourced illegally I have ignored them.
Seeds of ritteri have always been available
readily from reputable sources. My plants
came from such seed initially, then from
seeds produced by my own plants.

Aztekium ritteri
While the plant is very slow-growing,
probably the slowest of all cacti in my
experience, I have often flowered it at
around seven years old from seed, and
thereafter it flowers and sets seed
plentifully, even if you have to dig the
seeds very carefully out of their seed pods
hidden in the wool along the ribs. At
around 20 years old it will start to produce
offsets round the base and will later
produce a very attractive clump with most
of the heads flowering.
Initially I tried grafting some seedlings (of
both ritteri and hintonii), solely to produce

scalpel, then likewise shaving off the root
of the tiny seedling, about 1 to 1.5mm
across, then sliding the seedling’s top on to
the graft from the scalpel, gently rubbing it
round a bit to get good contact, then just
leaving it and hoping the graft would
succeed which, even in my unskilled
hands, it often did.

Grafted seedlings

Seed-raised A. ritteri plant in flower, aged 30+ years

Growing aztekiums from seed continued
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Trays of seedlings in the propagator in their sealed
polythene bags

A. ritteri seedlings around aged around 2½ years

A. ritteri seedlings aged 6 years

Seed-raised A. ritteri plants in flower, aged 15 years

However, most seedlings remained on their
own roots, so let us now look at the
techniques used. For seed-raising
generally, I have two different methods. I
have found that most succulents (or at
least the main ones that I grow, mesembs,
haworthias and some aloes) do not
germinate well in the higher temperatures
in my propagator, so I grow them on an
east-facing windowsill in the house, with
light filtered by a white A4 sheet blu-tacked
on to the window, where sunlight would
otherwise shine directly on to the plant.
This diffuses and reduces the light and
heat to a level which does not etiolate the
seedlings or allow them to be scorched,
but maintains a fairly normal house
temperature range of around 60–80°F
(15–25°C).
I use this for cacti only if I have
experienced germination problems
previously, which next year will include
Aztekium ritteri in an experiment to see if I
can increase the low germination rate. For
some reason my seed-germination

percentages with A. ritteri have declined
over the years and I wonder if my current
propagator, and its position in my current
greenhouse, result in higher temperatures
than previously and may be the cause,
hence my planned experiment to germinate
them on our windowsill. All three aztekiums
are said to grow on steep, mainly northfacing cliffs so are unlikely to receive much
sunlight in habitat and may prefer cooler
germination conditions.
At present all Aztekium seeds are
germinated in the large propagating frame
that I built, 57x28 inches (145x71cm) which
sits under the greenhouse staging and
receives both morning sunlight through the
twin-wall polycarbonate roof and sides,
and also has fluorescent tube lights
mounted on the roof close to the seedlings.
These are on a time-switch to give around
twelve hours on and off, on the theory that
most plants germinate in the spring
reasonably close to the equinox.
The seed trays sit on a sealed bed of damp
sand with heating cables distributed in it

Growing aztekiums from seed continued
throughout, thermostatically controlled to
keep the temperature to at least 55°F,
(13°C). During the day, solar gain can take
the temperature up to as high as 90°F
(32°C). As I often plant seeds in large
quantities, I use half-trays for these when
appropriate, rather than pots. As with
windowsill plants, they are watered,
drained and tightly sealed in clear
polythene bags with labels or wire hoops to
hold up the polythene.
The seedlings remain in the propagator, still
tightly sealed in polythene and with
constantly moist compost, until the
seedlings reach a size where they can
tolerate and thrive in drier, airier conditions.
In the case of A. ritteri, this can be as long
as two to three years or even more, (one
particularly slow batch took six years).
I keep them growing all year round,
maintaining appropriate lighting and
heating.
As soon as germination is nearly complete,
and when the seedlings are tall enough, I
sprinkle fine gravel or very gritty sand all
over the compost surface to try to keep
down the moss and algae which tend to
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grow and can hinder or prevent growth, or
may even kill off the seedlings. Even after
they come out of the propagator, usually
around July, I sit them in a light-filtered
area of the greenhouse under clear plastic
domes and keep them well-watered in the
growing season (usually from early April
depending on the weather) but dry them off
in early October ready
for winter.

Inset and below:
Seed-raised A. ritteri
plants in flower,
aged around 37
years

Growing aztekiums from seed continued

Aztekium hintonii
Aztekium hintonii is a much easier and
faster plant to grow from seed and I have
always experienced very high germination
rates so, if nothing else, they are not as
demanding about the conditions provided
for germination. They are often ready to
move out of the propagator in their second
year, usually in summer when they will have
had around 18 months growing
continuously in the propagator and, like
A. ritteri, initially have light-filtering and
plastic domes.
All three aztekiums are said to grow in
areas of crumbly limestone (calcium
carbonate) and gypsum (calcium sulphate).
Therefore for composts, I use a variation of
my normal compost for slow-growing
plants that live in similar habitats, mainly
plants like Ariocarpus, Pelecyphora,
Lophophora, Turbinicarpus and some
mammillarias. The standard compost for all
these is 6mm limestone chippings (around
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30%) and washed, gritty river sand (around
20%) (both from builders’ merchants), John
Innes no. 2 compost (around 35%, sieved
to remove lumps) and perlite (around 15%).
The variant for germinating these plants
from seed, including aztekiums, is to
substitute fine-grade vermiculite for the
perlite, omit the 6mm limestone chippings
and increase the percentages of the other
constituents accordingly. In all cases I also
add a sprinkling of John Innes no. 2
compost base (ie the nutrients contained in
John Innes compost, sold separately), plus
magnesium and trace elements.
I use no fungicides or other additives
preventively and have rarely had any
problems. If there is ever any damping-off
(usually visible as a ring of dead seedlings
in one initially small area) I would obviously
apply fungicide quickly but the last
outbreak was many years ago. I just make
sure to buy a fresh bag of John Innes each
year to be used for seed-raising. I have

Tiny screwdriver used for seed-sowing

A. hintonii seedlings aged around 6 months

A. hintonii seedlings aged around 1½ years

A. hintonii seedlings aged around 2½ years

Growing aztekiums from seed continued

tried sterilising (in my case microwaving)
compost before sowing but found that
unsuccessful. Compost is normally alive
with many micro-organisms, some
beneficial and some harmful but normally in
some sort of balance. After microwaving, it
is unpredictable which type will re-colonise
first and if they will be in balance. My own
experience was that the bad ones tended
to dominate and the seedlings suffered.
After preparing a trayful of compost ready
for sowing, I sit it in a bowl of warm water
till the compost has soaked it up so that
the compost surface is uniformly moist and
then sit it on newspapers to drain the
excess before sowing.
I sow most cactus seeds individually using
a tiny watchmakers’ screwdriver, wetting
the tip on the compost, then touching it on
to a seed to pick it up, then pressing it
lightly into the compost surface without
covering it. I find that most cactus and
succulent seeds need light to germinate
well. I use this method also for A. hintonii
seeds even though they are very small. I
admit however that for A. ritteri seeds,
which are even smaller, I simply sprinkle
these thinly over the compost surface then
press them in gently with my finger, wiping
off any seeds that stick to it. The benefit of
individual sowing is that the seedlings
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come up suitably spaced apart for pricking
out with only minimal root entanglement, if
any, so that they suffer no setbacks.
I keep records of seeds sown, showing for
each species the number sown and date of
sowing, germination numbers and dates,
compost mixes and any additives used, the
condition of the soil on pricking out (moss
growth etc) and any other relevant
information. This enables me to review,
refine or change my methods over time.
Even after 60+ years of seed-raising, I am
conscious that there is more that I do not
know than I do!
Some people of my age (74) comment that
they are too old for seed-raising,
particularly of such slow-growing plants.
I do not agree, and I continue to feel
tremendous excitement and anticipation
every time I sow some cactus seeds,
wondering how well they will germinate and
whether they will thrive, even if I keep
going more in hope than in anticipation of
seeing an outcome of additional fine,
healthy, flowering-size aztekiums on their
own roots.
My message is therefore to have a go,
whatever your age and experience, as the
results have a good chance of justifying the
effort. n
Photos: David Quail

Seed-raised
A. hintonii plants in
flower at around 10
years old
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Ceropegia
by Paul Shirley

Some of the many species of Ceropegia
in the author’s own collection

T

here are about 230 species of
Ceropegia known at the moment and
more are being discovered each year. They
are found in Africa, Asia, Australia and the
Canary Islands. They are classed as herbs.
Many tend to live in semi-desert regions
and have developed various methods to
survive, such as having a tuberous root or
just thickened fleshy
roots. Stems are
usually

thickened,
but how
thick
depends on
the species.
The leaves are
quite often
succulent; if not
they soon drop off.
The tubers of ceropegias
are edible and are eaten by
indigenous populations. Cuttings
taken from tuberous rooted species will
form a tuber again on the new plant.
The seed from these plants germinates
very well when fresh, sometimes a
rate of 100% can be achieved, but
the viability drops off sharply as the
seed gets older. After a year,
germination is very poor.
This is a selection of ceropegias
from my own collection:

Ceropegia sandersonii
This plant was named after a
South African, John Sanderson.
The first plant was collected
close to the Umgeni river in
South Africa. It is found from
Natal through Zululand, Swaziland
and Eastern Transvaal.

Ceropegia
ampliata

The plant grows from thick, fleshy
roots producing many metres of
climbing stems. The stems are about
6cm in diameter and are green to
greenish brown. The leaves are large,
measuring up to 5x4.5cm, succulent and
heart-shaped.

Ceroegia
sandersonii

Ceropegia continued
The flowers can be produced all the year
round and are compared to parachutes and
lanterns. They are green and white, with a
dark piece in the centre under the canopy
and are about 6cm long.
Sometimes, if one is lucky, a seed horn can
appear on the plant. It is pollinated by a
small fly that has been trapped by
downward pointing hairs in the flower for a
day or so. It is subsequently released as
the hairs shrivel up and it can fly to another
flower. The seed pod is large and in the
shape of a horn, is warty, green in colour
and not easily seen among the stems.
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making it an easy plant to identify. The
bladeless stem grows from a bunch of
thickened fleshy roots and either clambers
or climbs through the undergrowth. The
stem is not completely leafless; there are
some rudimentary leaves on the new
growth of about 7mm long and 4mm wide.
However, they soon wither and fall off.

Due to the ease of flowering and low
maintenance of the plant, it is massproduced in Holland.

This is a species that flowers only in the
autumn with many flowers at the same
time. The flower is whitish-green with
distinctive green corolla lobes. Along with
C. sandersonii it is a common plant in
collections and is able to take low
temperatures in the winter if kept on the
dry side. As with C. sandersonii it
propagates very easily from cuttings, which
is useful as seed is very rarely on offer.

Ceropegia ampliata
This is another species found in South
Africa; a variant form is found in
Madagascar. The corolla tube is very large,

Ceropegia galeata
A very rare species that comes from Kenya,
from Maji-ya-Chumivi which is close to
Nairobi in the south of the country. In 2015,

Ceropegia galeata

Ceropegia galeata flower

Ceropegia continued
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Ceropegia galeata seed pod

I found this plant growing in a small shrub.
Once one knows what to look for it was
easier to find more plants. The plants
tended to grow in the shrubs close to the
main stem, or on one with thorns, as
protection against grazing animals. I saw
no flowers on any of the plants and I had
to wait three years before I saw the first
flower of this species.
The stem grows from thick fleshy roots
similar to C. ampliata and it is almost as
leafless, but the stems are grey. Although
the flower is somewhat similar to
C. sandersonii, being greenish, the plants
can be told apart by the leaves, because
C. sandersonii has large succulent leaves
and C. galeata has small rudimentary
leaves.
The seed horn is a pale grey green and is
smooth, totally different from the warty
horn on C. sandersonii.
It is not a difficult species to keep but it
does like warmth for it to do well. Too low a
temperature will kill it off.

Ceropegia superba
A number of new species came into
circulation in the1980s from Saudi Arabia

which were collected by Sheila
Collenette. One of them was
C. superba. This species
has fleshy roots and the
stem is also one of the
leafless types, greyish
and rough to the
touch.
It is not a freeflowering species
like C. sandersonii
or C. ampliata. The
flowers are slightly
smaller than the
other species
described, being
about 5cm in
length, and the
colour is a mixture
of grey, black and
green.
The plant tends not to
climb but will hang
instead or creep over
the ground. Root
nodules can be produced
on older stems which will
easily root.

Ceropegia
superba

Ceropegia continued

Ceropegia
mozambicensis
RM629

Ceropegia denticulata F&P 201
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Ceropegia
mozambicensis
Mozambicensis is a
widespread species
with many different
forms in the flower
shape. Occurring
mainly in the
tropical regions
of Africa, it is
one of the
species in the
nilotica group.
It is a very
easy plant to
identify,
because it is
one of the few
species that has
distinctive
square stems
which measure
about 3mmx3mm
and grow from
thickened roots. It is a
strong climber, producing
growths of up to two metres
in length. It does not branch

freely. The leaves are small, being about
2mm long and 0.5 mm wide. The flowers
are about 3.5 cm long and colours include
black, green, white and reddish brown

Ceropegia denticulata
A very nice tropical species with various
forms depending where in Kenya it is
found. It is also related to the nilotica group
to which it is very similar in growth and
flowers.
It is not a difficult species to grow, but
does appreciate a temperature of at least
10°C in the winter to do well. The stems
are about 2.5 cm diameter and the leaves
are 2.5x1.5cm, and elliptical to round in
shape. It is a strong climber, producing
many metres of growth and branches
freely. It produces many flowers throughout
the year, including the winter months, but I
have never had any seed.
It is very easy to propagate by cuttings,
taken preferably in the spring to get the
maximal growth in the first year. In dry
periods, the stems dry out and die back,
and new growth that has already started to
develop stops growing. The new growth

Ceropegia continued
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looks like elongated tubers which can grow
to 6cm or more and will fall to the ground.
When the rains come, they will start to
grow and form a new plant. The flowers are
about 5cm long and are green, red and
black with black hairs on the corolla lobes.

Ceropegia monteroie
This is quite a distinctive plant which grows
in South Africa. It has been put into
synonym with its larger brother
C. sandersonii, which is unfortunate
because C. sandersonii is a much stronger
grower and easier to propagate and keep.
C. monteroie could therefore vanish from
cultivation and I have decided to offer it
under its old name in my webshop. The
flower is about 6cm long and the roof is
about 2cm in diameter, with long dark hairs
of about 2cm at the opening where the flies
can enter. These hairs move at the slightest
breeze in the hope of attracting flies for
pollination. There can be 2-3 flowers per
peduncle and they are green in colour. The
leaves are large and succulent and they are
carried on strong stems which can climb
high into the bushes to show off the
flowers.

Ceropegia monteroie

Ceropegia rhynchantha
This species is fairly new in cultivation. It is
found in Ethiopia, Burkino Faso, Cameroon,
Guinea, Nigeria and Sudan. It is proving a
reasonably easy species to keep, certainly
if kept warm, and it propagates easily from
cuttings, producing the thickened roots
which helps it to survive the dry periods in
the wild. It can produce many metres of

Ceropegia rhynchantha

Ceropegia
denticulata shoot
F&P 201

Ceropegia continued
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thin climbing stems which are
about 1mm in diameter. The
leaves are not succulent
and measure 2.5x0.5cm.
The flowers are
produced in the
autumn from about
September to
December and are
about 4cm long. It
has an apical knob
on a stalk which is
reminiscent of
C. haygarthii.

Ceropegia nilotica
Madagascarensis

Ceropegia arenaria

Ceropegia
nilotica
C. nilotica is a nice
flowering species
that is easy to grow
and flowers well. The
stem is green and about
3mm in diameter and, like
a lot of ceropegias, can
produce metres of growth. It
tends to keep its leaves, which are up
to 5cm long and 1.5cm wide, for a good

while. It is an easy plant to propagate by
taking cuttings, but it can also be layered
to produce new plants.

Ceropegia arenaria
This species is found in in the coastal area
of Zululand, South Africa. It looks like a
crossing between C. robysiana and
C. nilotica. It is a plant that clambers
through the undergrowth, rather than
climbs and the stems will root when they
touch the ground. The roots are fleshy, but
one does have to be careful with watering,
as they will rot if given too much. The
stems are a greeny brown in colour with
few leaves produced. The flowers are up to
6cm long and not very abundant.
Ceropegia rupicola x
aristolochioides
This is a very nice large-flowering hybrid,
which was produced accidently in Germany
in a friend’s greenhouse. A photo of a very
similar plant appears in the new book ‘The
Genus Ceropegia’ by Dennis de Kock (fig.
279). It is a strong grower and the stems
are not quite as thick as those of

Ceropegia continued

Ceropegia rupicola x aristolochioides

C. rupicola. The flowers are large, red with
white. The flowers are grouped on the
flower stalks with up to seven flowers in a
bunch. With a maximum of four open at the
same time. The opening for the insect to
get into the flower is much larger on the
hybrid, it is more like that of
C. aristolochioides than of C. rupicola,
which has only small slits.

Ceropegia aristolochioides
I bought this species at ELK in Belgium as
C. aristolochioides, but I did not know
which type it was. It flowered for me at the
end of September and I was able to
identify it as one collected in Ghazi, Kenya.
The old name for this species was
C. seticorona v. dilatiloba. This is a strong
climber, using bushes as support, and
produces many flowers which are about
3.5cm long.
Ceropegia attenuata
C. attenuata is one of the newer species
that has been collected in Thailand. It is a
tuberous rooted species with a climbing
shoot that can grow up to 80cm. The
leaves are long and thin, 7x3cm. Up to
three flowers can appear per peduncle; the
flowering being staggered. The flower is up
to 4.5cm long and is green and red. It
flowered for me in October and November.
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Ceropegia aristolochioides Ghazi Kenya

Pests
To round off this article, a slightly less
pleasant subject, as pests will always
remain a problem for people who collect
plants and the main pests that attack
ceropegias are various green and black fly
species, mealy bugs, thrips and scale
insects. Many pesticides are being taken
off the market, and although that is a
good thing in itself, it makes it more
and more difficult to control these
pests. One method I use is to
spray with leaf shine and I find it
is quite effective. The protective
coating on the mealy bug is
dissolved and it cannot live
without it. Thrips, scale insects
and the various fly species are
suffocated. It is a contact
spray, so if you do not cover
the insect with it, it will not die.
Do some test sprays, as
spraying too close to the plant
can cause damage. Do not let
the bugs worry you too much;
Ceropegias are very interesting
plants and I am sure you will
enjoy growing them. n
Photos: Paul Shirley
For rooted and unrooted cuttings of many
unusual plants see Paul Shirley Succulents

Ceropegia attenuata
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Fig. 1 EH ‘Kleopatra’

The beauty of hybrids –
revisited
by Peter-Cupial Jones

More stunning hybrid cacti from Peter’s collection

T

he editor of the Essex Succulent Review contacted
me earlier this year and persuaded me to provide
an update on my hybrid collection since my original,
apparently very well-received, (she would say that
wouldn’t she?), article in 2016. So here goes……

As time goes on new plants get added to the collection
and existing plants become mature enough to start
providing flowers for the first time. So this short article
looks at some of the plants that have dropped into
these two categories since my original article in 2016.

First a brief reminder about nomenclature. Hybridisers
are not taxonomic purists and concern themselves with
such old-fashioned (well-loved?) genera as Echinopsis,
Trichocereus, Lobivia, Chamaecereus and Hildewintera.
They adopt the following short hand:
EH =
Echinopsis hybrid,
TH =
Trichocereus hybrid,
CH =
Chamaecereus hybrid
HWH = Hildewintera hybrid.

The first of these is a plant that I have had since 2014.
It teased me with buds that aborted in 2017 until finally
bursting into glory last year. This is EH ‘Kleopatra’
(Fig. 1) from a cross made by the German hybridiser
Ingo Bartels, between an unnamed hybrid of his own
(EH BEX 163) and the Schick Echinopsis hybrid
‘Afterglow’. It carries his crossing designation BEX 104.
The flowers are stunning, see the picture at the top of
this page.

The beauty of hybrids – revisited continued

Fig. 2 TH ‘Rufus’

The next plant to share with you also flowered for the
first time last season (2018). This is the hybrid
TH ‘Rufus’ by Klaus-Peter Mügge (Fig. 2). It is from a
cross he made involving an un-named Helianthocereus
grandiflorus hybrid, TH ‘First Light’(Dimmitt) and
EH ‘Riptide’ (Schick). The flower was more than 15cm
across and mature plants can apparently produce
17–20cm blooms
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The next plant I am
including here is always
special to hybrid growers.
The Trichocereus hybrid
‘Flying Saucer’ was
produced some years ago
now, by the American
breeder Hans Britsch, from
a cross between an
unidentified Soehrensia
species and Trichocereus
schickendantzii. His
selection was a short
spined squat-columnar
plant which produced a
huge pink flower,
noticeably flattened in
nature (hence the
reference to ‘Flying
Saucer’ – see Fig. 3
below). For many years
this was the largest
flowered of the
Echinopsis/Trichocereus hybrids (22–23cm diameter
blooms on mature plants) although I think there are one
or two larger flowered hybrids around now. In 1994 the
ISI included it in its annual plant list (ISI 94-4). Its ability
to produce large blooms, combined with its apparent
fertility, means it has been extensively used in further
crossings over the years. I have two plants from
different sources in the collection and one of them

Fig. 3 TH ‘Flying Saucer’ side view

The beauty of hybrids – revisited continued
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Fig. 4 TH ‘Flying Saucer’ from above

Fig. 5 Thomas Stöfer hybrid

flowered in the summer of 2018 for the first time (see
Figs. 3 and 4).

shape. The cross was originally performed by Anton
Maas and involved two older hybrids EH ‘Apricot’ and
TH ‘Super Gelb’. It has (not surprisingly) been named
as TH ‘Super Apricot’. Interestingly the apricot colour
displayed, when the flower first opened this season,
was rapidly bleached to pink – I assume due to the
high temperatures this season in UK. The photo below
is from 2017 and is more representative of the
colouration.

Thomas Stöfer is a hybridiser who has contributed a
number of stunning plants over the years. This one is a
beautifully ruffled white/pink combination resulting from
a complex cross involving several of the older hybrids
(TH ‘Gräsers Schönste’ x TH ‘Gräsers Erfolg’) x (TH
‘Chamäleon’ X TH ‘Orange California’).
The next hybrid is again one that has been available for
some time. Its unique feature is the jagged petal

Every now and again you get a nice surprise with an
unflowered plant taken from a cross. In this case the

Fig. 6 TH ‘Super Apricot’

The beauty of hybrids – revisited continued
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parents looked interesting,
but only time would tell. I
bought this as a two year
old seedling in 2011 and it
flowered last summer for
the first time (I have no
grafting skills so patience
is the only resort). The
flower was beautifully
coloured on an apricot
base and reached 14cm
by day 2. A definite
‘keeper’!
As those who read my last
article on this topic will
know my particular
interest in hybrids is with
those involving
Hildewintera genes. So I
could not close this
update without including a
few of these.
The first is ‘Salvador Dali’ by the
German breeder Klaus Rippe. Selected
from a cross between Hildewintera
aureispina and Echinopsis calorubra, it
produces interesting, multi-petalled, two
tone flowers on thick spiny stems.

Fig. 8 HWH ‘Salvadore Dali’

The final three Hildewintera hybrids were
all created by the same German breeder,
Irmfried Buchmann, in the 1990s. He
has produced a rich output of classic
hybrids of which the following examples
are, I think, some of his best.

Fig. 7 TH un-named hybrid

The beauty of hybrids – revisited continued
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Fig. 9 HWH ‘Naheröschen’

HWH ‘Naheröschen’ was selected from a cross
between HWH ‘Noller 2’ (by H.G. Noller) and EH
‘Golddollar’ (by D. Braun). It is a short columnar plant
with very short spines and produces these delightful
flowers in ones and twos throughout the season.

Fig. 10 HWH ‘Traisenkrone’

The next plant is a beautiful large flowered
yellow/orange hybrid : HWH ‘Traisenkrone’. This was
selected from a cross between HWH ‘Butterfley’ (by
Rolf Autenreith) and a yellow clone of Trichocereus
huascha. The ‘Butterfley’ hybrid has Trichocereus

The beauty of hybrids – revisited continued
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Fig. 11 HWH ‘Pink Traisen’

vasquezii in its parentage and the long fox brown
spines of this plant are carried through into progeny
like ‘Traisenkrone’, making for an attractive spiny plant.
Note also that the recognisable Hildewintera flower
structure is suppressed in this plant in favour of a more
Echinopsis/Trichocereus style of flower structure.

previous plant the flower structure is definitely
Echinopsis rather than Hildewintera. The flowers are
produced readily off and on through the season. The
original cross was between HWH ‘Weixdorf’ and
Trichocereus purpureopilosus. The plant is short-spined
with a columnar upright form.

The final offering from Herr Buchmann is the
delightfully floriferous HWH ‘Pink Traisen’. Like the

And finally…a departure from my usual hybrid interest.
I was given a cutting of this one by Dorothy Minors
when I visited her in Sheffield in late
2015. The piece duly rooted and
was potted into a hanging pot the
following year. It put on plenty of
growth subsequently until finally in
May last year it burst into abundant
flower for the first time. The hybrid
was created by Horace Kennewell
and is called ‘Wisewood’. It is a
cross between Aporocactus
flagelliformis and Nopalxochia
phyllanthoides. My own experience
is that it appreciates plenty of sun
and is quite happy at the 5–8°C
mark that my greenhouse
overwinters at.
I hope this brief update encourages
you to try a few hybrids in your
collections in the future. n
Photos: Peter Cupial-Jones

Fig. 12 x Aporocactus‘Wisewood’

Reference:
Essex Succulent Review June 2016
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Massonia
by Brian McDonough

A fascinating genus of winter-growing plants from South Africa
Above: Massonia
hirsuta just starting
to flower with plenty
more flowers to come

I

first became aware of the genus Massonia when
it was included on the Mesemb Study Group
2007 seed list under the heading of ‘Honorary
Mesemb’.
Massonias are neither mesembs nor
succulents, but they share their
winter rainfall habitat, in
Southern Africa, with
many interesting
succulent plants.
Therefore they enjoy
similar cultivational
requirements and can
make fascinating
additions to mixed
collections of autumn/winter
growing plants.

A side view of
Massonia hirsuta
with tepals
reflexed

Massonia continued
One has only to search the internet to see
that massonias are becoming increasingly
popular with growers, however, the genus
is not a recent discovery or introduction.
Discovery of the first Massonia,
M. depressa, is attributed to Carl Peter
Thunberg, the Swedish naturalist, who
spent three years in South Africa from 1772
to 1775, collecting specimens for the
gardens at Leiden. It was while he was at
Cape Town that he met Francis Masson,
the Scottish botanist and gardener, sent by
Sir Joseph Banks to collect plants for the
Royal Gardens at Kew. With their shared
interest, Thunberg and Masson quickly
became friends, undertaking expeditions
together into the interior of South Africa.
The genus was named Massonia in 1780
by Dutch naturalist Maarten Houttuyn
according to Thunberg’s wishes, in honour
of the Scot, who himself found other
species, which he mentioned in his letters
to Thunberg.
As subsequent explorations of South Africa
increased, so did the number of plants
being described. Over 90 names have been
published in the genus Massonia, however,
many of these now reside in related
genera. Some of the named species did
not take into account the natural variation
that occurs in the wild and with distinct
populations, and are now treated as
synonyms. As a genus with over 200 years
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of history there has been plenty of time for
confusion of identification to become
established in collections. Undocumented
hybrids and careless internet posts have
contributed to the perpetuation of some of
the identification errors.
Fortunately in recent years there have been
serious studies which have addressed
taxonomic discrepancies and begun to
assist in the correction of misnamed plants
in collections. However, with the
resurrection of some old names, confusion
is still commonplace and depending on
which source you believe, the genus now
consists of 25–30 recognised species.
The typical Massonia consists of two
deciduous leaves that usually grow flat
along the soil surface. Size of
leaves, textures and markings
can vary considerably
between species and
populations. They can
be smooth, hairy or
pustulate.
The leaves of
M. depressa can be
massive, with a
spread of over
40cm. Its wide
distribution is
matched by its
variability, mostly its
leaves have a

Massonia depressa is capable of producing huge leaves

Massonia depressa
inflorescence. The
ripe anthers
are clearly
visible

Massonia continued

smooth surface, but with the odd
population having pustules on their upper
surface, just to confuse matters.
Flowers vary between species too. Some
appear brush-like, comprising upwardly
projecting tufts of filaments and styles.
Others have more developed petals but all
appear, shortly after the leaves expand,
borne in a raceme at ground level. The
exception being M. bifolia, which was
formerly known under the monotypic genus
of Whiteheadia, whose inflorescence
extends up to 11cm above the leaves.
Perhaps one of the most interesting
features about Massonia is that a number
of species are pollinated by rodents. The
flowers have evolved for this task by giving
off a yeasty scent. Styles and filaments are
stiff and bristle-like and usually yellowish or
off white. Tepals are less developed, but
the flowers are cup shaped so that large
quantities of nectar can pool and be an
excellent enticement for small nocturnal
mammals living in arid environments. This
nectar is much more watery than that of
insect and bird pollinated flowers, with a
lower sugar content. Pollen is deposited on
the whiskers and fur of visitors and
transferred from plant to plant.
Other species, such as M. jasminiflora,
have very sweetly scented flowers, more
pronounced and brighter white tepals,
shorter filaments and a reduced receptacle
for nectar, which probably indicates that
they are also, or predominantly insect
pollinated.
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I currently grow six species of Massonia.
My seed from MSG was labelled as
M. pustulata, but I now believe it to be
M. longipes, a similar species in
appearance, but with slightly more elegant
flowers. Germination was very good under
typical sowing conditions. Each seed
produced a small single green leaf which
lasted until late winter then disappeared.
A larger single leaf appeared in the autumn
when watering recommenced. The
seedlings did not produce a pair of leaves
until the third year, but these were still
juvenile with a smooth green surface. They
did not produce the pustulated leaf surface
until the fourth and fifth years, with flowers
first appearing in the fifth and sixth year.
Now, when the leaves begin to poke
through the soil surface in late summer,

Massonia bifolia
before the
inflorescence extends
upwards

Massonia depressa
with flowers full of
nectar to entice
visiting rodents.

Massonia continued
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Left: Massonia longipes early in the season when leaf
markings can still be seen
Below: A close-up of Massonia longipes inflorescence

they are a dark purple colour, but this
lightens and turns green as they are
watered more and they unfurl and expand.
Flowers are sweetly scented, but not overly
intense.
At a cactus sale one October, I was able to
buy some mature plants that were in bud. I
bought two M. depressa and two

M. echinata. I have
recently learned that the M. echinata are
probably M. hirsuta (even without hairy
leaves – nobody said it was easy!) after an
exercise in taxonomic splitting. The
perfume from these is amazing, very sweet
and intense. I always bring the flowering
plants on to the kitchen windowsill so I can
enjoy them.

Below: Strongly
scented Massonia
hirsuta inflorescence,
showing plenty of
nectar around the
base of the ovaries,
but not the copious
amounts seen in
M. depressa

Massonia continued
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One of the plants bought as Massonia echinata, now
believed to be M. hirsuta, growing in a 5inch pot

The leaves of my two M. depressa plants
looked identical, but when they flowered
they looked very different. One had the
typical M. depressa flowers, creamy, fairly
plain with lots of nectar. They other plant
was more showy. The flowers were
intermediate between M. depressa and
M. echinata (hirsuta). It was clearly a hybrid
between the two species.
I added to my collection by buying seeds
of M. jasminiflora. It’s a smaller, but typical
winter grower. My plants are still immature
and non-flowering. I also acquired seed of
a species described in 2010 named
M. wittebergensis which is a
very small and attractive plant
from the Drakensberg
mountains, where it receives
rain, and grows during the
summer months, completely
out of sync with other species.
The two leaves of this little
plant tend to stand vertically
under my care and the small,
creamy white flowers squeeze
their way out between the pair
of leaves.
Cultivation is very easy and the
plants are undemanding. I use
a free-draining sandy loam with
added grit and perlite as my
potting mix. Watering of winter

growers is
stopped in spring
when leaves will turn yellow and dry up.
The pots are left completely dry all summer
in a sunny spot in the greenhouse. At the
end of August or into September, if the
bulbs have not begun to sprout I place
them outside when it rains. After one
decent downpour a move to a cold frame
or position outside, protected from
excessive rainfall is ideal. Winter growing
Massonia prefer cool growing conditions
and only need to be returned to the
greenhouse when there is a danger of frost,

Massonia hirsuta seedlings after a good
germination

Above: Massonia
depressa x hirsuta
hybrid shown in a
6inch BEF pot. The
plant appeared
identical to
M. depressa until it
flowered.
Insert: Massonia
depressa x hirsuta
hybrid, a close-up of
its attractive but
sterile flowers

Two immature seedlings of Massonia
jasminiflora. One clearly more advanced
than the other

Massonia continued

which would be fatal. Once the plants are
active regular light watering is given, with
just enough water to prevent the leaves
from wilting and becoming flaccid.
M. wittebergensis, the summer grower, on
the other hand is coaxed out of dormancy
in June and watered throughout the
summer. Plants are allowed to dry out in
late autumn and are kept completely dry
until the following June.
Plants are self sterile, so two clones are
required to set seed. The fruits are an
interesting feature and can exhibit
different patterning before drying out.
When dry the floral remains are quite fragile
so in habitat they will break free,
distributing seed as they are scattered by
strong winds.

Massonia longipes fruits colouring up nicely before
drying out
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As mentioned, germination is quite
straightforward, but seeds are probably
best sown in a longer pot than would be
normal for cacti and succulents, at the time
when mature plants are becoming active.
At this time ambient greenhouse
temperatures should be sufficient for
germination. The only down side to the
process is the time taken for seedlings to
reach maturity and flowering, but the same
can be true for cacti and succulents.

Above left: A pot of
maturing Massonia
wittebergensis
seedlings
Above right: First
flowering of a four
year old Massonia
wittebergensis

Why not give Massonia a try? Your
patience will be rewarded with interesting
and unusual additions to your collection. n
Photos: © Brian McDonough
Brian is a professional photographer, see his
website for some of his work.

A different clone of Massonia longipes showing different
markings to the fruits before drying up
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Building a garden
by Melissa and Keith Scott

The story of how Melissa and Keith Scott created an exotic garden in Norfolk

O

ur house is called Crete Lodge, which sounds
exotic, but the house was named by the
previous owners because they
had a concrete business.
Little did we know, when
we came here 25
years ago, that the
name would
become quite
appropriate.

Above: Crete Lodge
today, and
Right: As it was
before – about five
years after we
moved in

We moved here
because we wanted
a bigger garden and
we got about an acre
and pretty much a blank
canvas.

Building a garden continued
The intention was to grow vegetables and have
cottage style planting; unfortunately the local
deer and rabbit population had other ideas.
After fixing the problem of their access we
started to plan the cottage garden. The
vegetable garden was put on hold.
A wall was built to divide the front from
the rest of the garden. As the side
garden was laid out with a lawn and
flower borders, we wanted something
different for the front. This is when
we came across our first palm,
Trachycarpus fortunii. Liking the
look of this, the hunt was on to find
similar exotic/tropical plants.
After some research, more palms
were found, then tree ferns,
bamboos, scheffleras and many
others. This meant more of the
garden was converted to this style
of planting.
Above: Trachycarpus fortunii
Below: Tree ferns and palms in the
side garden
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Building a garden continued
We planted a lot of trees and
shrubs along our boundary as the
garden was open to the prevailing
winds that cut across the valley
and through the garden. Another
wall was built to enclose the side
garden and give us a sheltered
area for more tender plantings.
As we gradually made over the
garden it seemed to fall naturally
into rooms. The next room was the
square garden. Having discovered
the joys of ‘fluffies’ such as
cannas, bannanas, colocasias and
other such tender beauties, we
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decided to make this an in/out
garden. We still had a backbone of
hardy palms and shrubs and used
the other plants like summer
bedding. In later years we changed
this over to more permanent
planting, as we were spending
more time in other parts of the
garden. We did much more hard
landscaping in the main part of the
back garden so there is plenty of
space for table and chairs. The
garden opens out in this area,
which makes a nice contrast to the
rooms which are enclosed and lush
with plants.

An attractive space
for a table and
chairs

Building a garden continued
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About this time we began to think about
plants for our south facing bank which is
sandy and very free draining. This lent
itself to a much more arid style of planting.
After clearing the bank of the self-seeded
gorse, and building some steps to access
the lower garden, it was time to sort out
some plants.
We had been given some good-sized
cuttings of a Yucca gloriosa, (see front
cover) and Yucca gloriosa variagata as well
as a large clump of Phormium tenax that
friends of ours wanted removing. Split up,
these gave us some instant structure to
the bank. All very useful gifts when
planting a large area on a budget. We also
managed to source several other yuccas
including, Y. rostrata, Y. thompsoniana,
Y. faxoniana and Y. linearifolia.

Above:
Phormium tenax
Left: Yucca gloriosa
recurvifolia

Building a garden continued
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It must have been about now that we became interested in cacti and
succulents. I cannot remember the first plant we bought, but I am
guessing it was an Agave montana. We had found a nursery in Essex
which stocked all manner of wonderful arid plants. Agave montana has
become one of our favourites and, over the years, we have accumulated a
lot more. We now have a big selection of different sizes and have recently
bought some of the very pale variety.

Agave montana

Looking back up the south facing bank from the bottom

Agave montana pale variety

Building a garden continued

Above: Trichocereus
pasacana
Above right:
Agave parryi truncata
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At the time, we had not realised that it
was possible to grow cacti outside. We
were able to find some large
Trichocereus pasacana that were
planted out on the bank.
Another Agave we purchased early on
was A. parryi truncata, this has grown
very successfully and has gone on to
pup quite profusely.
We use lots of sempervivums,
sedums and various alpines as fillers
around the agaves.
We had also purchased a couple of
greenhouses, one 6x6 feet (approx 1.8m)
and one 8x12 feet (approx 2.4x3.6m).
They had been bought to grow cannas,
gingers, aroids, bromeliads etc but, as our
interest shifted to arid plants, more and more
space was given over to them.
We also grow a selection of echeverias, some of which
are hardy enough to grow outside. These include, E. elegans,
E. albicans, E. ‘Black magic’, E. derenbergii, E. glauca, E. setosa,
E. rosea, E. perle-von-nurnberg, E. peacockii. They were planted in a
small bed outside the conservatory along with Aloe striatula and
A. aristata. When the conservatory was extended the bed was
removed and the plants replanted on the south facing bank.

Sempervivums
on the south
facing bank

Building a garden continued
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By now we wanted more greenhouse
space so we bought another 8x12
exactly like our first one, so we
could join them together to house
the growing collection of plants. By
now this included some half-hardy
ones that would not survive outside.

One of
many pots
planted with
succulents

Above: Echeverias
and Aloe striatula

We also wanted to experiment with
growing plants in the ground that would
not survive outside, even with protection.
So we designed and built an arid house along
with a raised bed area outside for additional planting.

Left: Constructing
a pond, with the
raised beds behind

Building a garden continued
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The growth rate of the plants in the arid house is amazing when given a
free root run and minimum temperature of +7°C.
The raised beds have also proved successful. Two of our favourites are
planted here, Aloe polyphylla and Agave ovatifolia. Others that are doing
well are Agave weberi, Agave horrida and Cycas revoluta.

The arid house

Building a garden continued
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Above left: Aloe polyphylla
Above right: Agave ovatifolia
Below left: Agave weberi
Below right: Cycas revoluta

Building a garden continued
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After the disastrous winter of 2010 we protect
most of our plants with purpose-built shelters.
These take the form of a four-sided frame with
a sloping corrugated roof. The plants are coldtolerant so it is not to protect them from the
cold, but to keep the plants dry and help keep
them from getting marked. Although these are
a lot of work, the results make it worthwhile.
A few years ago we built a new potting shed
so potting-on could be done in the dry, and to
store all the potting material. Alongside this a
storage area was created for all the pots, but
then we decided to put a roof on it so we
could store the increasing number of plants in
pots that spend summer outside but need
protection over the winter. This area, together
with the long greenhouse, is heated to a
minimum of +5°C.

Building a shelter

Melissa admiring Dasylirion miquihuanensis

In 2015 we redid an area that had been
planted with anything we had just to fill the
space. It now has a large Dasylirion
miquihuanensis, a couple of Yucca rostratas,

Building a garden continued

Yucca rostratas

Nolina nelsonii and N. imbrica, a Trachycarpus wagnerianus, a small
Brahea armata and various fill-in grasses along with an Agave montana.
At a later date we added a large Brahea armata and an Agave ferox.
In 2017 we built a south-facing rock face using rocks that we got about
five years earlier. It was planted with cacti and an Agave. Some of these
did not do as well as we had thought they would. One of the large cacti
rotted, we believe because water dripped on the top over winter. This was
replaced with another cactus. The Agave, a hybrid, decided to flower so
will need to be replaced next year.
Over the years we have been lucky enough to have been gifted a lot of
plants from people who, for one reason or another, no longer wanted
them. We were, of course, very happy to accept them.

The south-facing rock face under construction
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Brahea armata and
Agave ferox
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The local Branch of the BCSS (British
Cactus and Succulent Society) has also
been a great source of information as well
as plants feeding the ever-growing
collection.
A couple of large plants that we were
given, an Agave americana and an
Opuntia were planted out this year
giving an instant effect to the area.
We also have at least eight more
large plants, agaves, cacti and
palms that are waiting to be
planted out. An area has been
identified but awaits clearing.
As with most gardens you never
really finish, so we will continue to
tweak, to replant and push the
boundaries of what can be grown
outside. We will of course have
failures, but the more we try the more
we discover. n
Photos: Melissa and Keith Scott

Please follow us on

The flowering Agave

Facebook

Agave americana with an Opuntia behind
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FREE

admiss

Dave Appleton

Spalding Branch

March–July 2019
Sun 17 March
12noon–5.00pm

Zone 15 Convention
Capel Manor College, Bullsmoor Lane, Enfield, EN1 4RQ

Sun–Mon 21–22 April
10.00am–6.00pm

Display and sales (provisional) Chelmsford Branch
RHS Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane, Chelmsford, CM3 8ET

Sat–Sun 11–12 May
10.00am–4.00pm

Display and sales Southend Branch
Southend Parks Nursery Open Weekend

Fri–Sun 17–19 May
10.00am–5.00pm

Display and sales
The National Flower Show, Hylands House and Estate,
Hylands Park, London Road, Chelmsford, CM2 8WQ

Sat–Mon 25-27 May
10.00am–4.00pm

Lea Valley Branch Show
Capel Manor College, Bullsmoor Lane, Enfield, EN1 4RQ

Sat 1 June
12noon–4.00pm

Havering Branch Show
YMCA (Ground floor room)
Rush Green Road, Romford, RM7 0PH

Sat 15 June
12noon–4.00pm

Southend-on-Sea Branch Show
St George’s United Reformed Church Hall
91 Crowstone Road, Westcliff- on-Sea
SSO 8LH

Sat–Sun 12–14 July
10.00am–6.00pm

Zone 15 Annual Show
RHS Hyde Hall, Creephedge Lane, Chelmsford, CM3 8ET

The British Cactus and Succulent Society (BCSS) is the UK’s National Society for growers of cacti and
succulents. Zone 15 covers Essex and north-east London.
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